Testing Gran Paradiso (Firefox 3) Alpha 5 on Windows XP for
Sinhala‐Unicode compatibility
Test Environment:
Windows XP with Service Pack 2 & Sinhala Enabling Pack
In addition, Microsoft Internet Explorer was used to try alternatives.

Tested Pages:
1. Wikipedia – Sinhala – Article: Sri Lanka
http://si.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E0%B7%81%E0%B7%8A%E2%80%8D%E0%B6%BB%E0%B7%93_%
E0%B6%BD%E0%B6%82%E0%B6%9A%E0%B7%8F%E0%B7%80
2. Sinhala Website of Language technology Research Laboratory – University of Colombo School of
Computing
http://www.ucsc.cmb.ac.lk/ltrl/?lang=si&page=home&style=default
3. Gmail: http://mail.google.com/mail/ for Gmail had issues with ZWJ previously.

Identified Issues:
1. Sinhala rendering works fine (ZWJ is not filtered‐out any more) but some issues are there with
spacing between words. Firefox 2 had an issue where it filters‐out the zero‐width‐joiner (ZWJ)
character from text leading to improper rendering of words.

Source:
http://si.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E0%B7%81%E0%B7%8A%E2%80%8D%E0%B6%BB%E0%B7%93_%
E0%B6%BD%E0%B6%82%E0%B6%9A%E0%B7%8F%E0%B7%80

2. Text‐area for composing emails in Gmail does not refreshed properly when the existing text is
edited. The same test showed no issue with other web‐sites containing text‐areas.

This is after deleting some text from the middle of the first line.

3. Saved web‐pages with Sinhala filenames are unable to load into Firefox 3 when the file is
double‐clicked or drag‐dropped. This was there on Firefox 2 as well.
The above mentioned Wikipedia article was saved as “ශී_ලංකාව.htm” from Firefox 3, and when
tried to load (by double‐clicking / drag‐dropping), it gave the error:

File not found
Firefox can't find the file at /E:/Downloads/?????_?????.htm.
* Check the file name for capitalization or other typing errors.
* Check to see if the file was moved, renamed or deleted.
The procedure was repeated with Internet Explorer (file double‐clicking and drag‐dropping) and
it did not report an error but the text was displayed as split multi‐bytes.

It gave the same result when the “File Æ Open” menu command of Internet Explorer was used
to open the same file.
Therefore, this seems to be an issue with Internet Explorer having trouble with identifying
character encoding type.
Similarly, the “File Æ Open File” menu command was carried out on Firefox 3, and it gave the
same split multi‐byte view as Internet Explorer gave. The test gave the same result with Firefox
2 as well.

This (split multi‐byte view) was the same result observed, with both Firefox 2 and Firefox 3,
when the file was saved with an English name (say, “Sri_Lanka_si.htm”) and attempted to open
it regardless of whether double‐click/drag‐drop method or “File Æ Open File” menu command
was used.

When the file was opened with Notepad, however, everything was properly displayed. And the
file encoding was found to be UTF‐8.

4. There appears to be another issue displaying Sinhala in some web‐pages in Firefox 3 while the
same page displays fine with Firefox 2.
Firefox 3 showin the LTRL webpage with problems of Sinhala‐Unicode character lookups.

Firefox 2 showing the same page without any character lookup issues.

Source: http://www.ucsc.cmb.ac.lk/ltrl/?lang=si&page=home&style=default
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